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Direct Hire Search
By working in partnership with our Clients,

we provide highly skilled professionals for

subject matter expert and leadership roles

on a direct-hire basis, thereby saving our

Clients valuable time and money while

they concentrate on the growth and

development of their business.

Consulting & Temporary
Whether you are looking for a candidate

on a consulting basis or are

considering taking on temporary staff to

aid your business, Career Evolutions is

able to provide experienced, skilled and

vetted individuals who are expertly

matched to suit your recruitment

needs.Learn more

Just Lost Your Job? This
Day-by-Day Timeline Will
Help You Land a New
One

by NATHAN TANNER

You just lost your job. You may be

crushed. You may be in denial. You may

realize your work was toxic and be

genuinely happy you never have to go

back. Or, you may not fully understand

how you’re feeling.

Regardless of your state of mind, it’s

hard, and finding a new job can be even

harder. Many people simply update their

resume and apply for positions that look

interesting. That’s one way to handle it,

but it’s also likely to be insufficient. Plus,
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it’s important to give yourself time to

process the loss. Continue Reading...

Resume Services
Julie works with you, rather than

just for you to enhance your resume. We

help you focus on your career objectives,

and clearly and concisely state your

experience and skills in a manner that

highlights you as a valuable addition to

the targeted company. 
 

Contact Julie Kaijser for a free resume

critique. Learn more

Career Coaching
By: Christian Kaijser

 
Answering the question: “Describe your

ideal job.”
 

Recommendation: Talk about what you

enjoy and skills that come to you

naturally. The job you describe should

look somewhat like the one you are hiring

for, or at least have many of the same

elements.
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3 Mistakes You Didn’t Realize You Were Making in the
Final Round Interview

 by DON RASKIN OF FAST COMPANY

You’re walking out of your job interview and playing everything back in your head. Maybe

it’s for your dream job, maybe it isn’t—but you feel great. You think you really nailed it.

Now all there’s left to do is sit back and wait for an offer.

It never comes. Weeks later, you realize something must’ve gone wrong. Either the

competition was a lot steeper than you’d imagined, or ( gulp ) you choked and just didn’t

realize it. More than likely, something went wrong at the last step of the process.

Continue Reading......
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Keeping the Resume Updated

By Julie Kaijser

Just like with friends, we don’t want to ignore them until we need them. Neither should we

ignore our resume until we need it. Most people realize they need a new resume one

conversation too late. It might be a colleague imploring them to apply for the perfect job, or

the boss letting them know they are no longer needed. Either way, it is best practice to

have an updated resume basically ready to go. Resume styles do evolve as time goes by, so

if you keep the content updated, the style changes will be easy. Also, it can be difficult

remembering what you did in previous positions, and when your resume writer wants

specifics to show size and scope, you either pull your hair out or punt on the project
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altogether. Write these things down and get them into the resume as they occur. You will

thank yourself for being a true friend!

Online job ads fall in June, healthcare and
business/finance post largest losses

BY: STAFFING INDUSTRY ANALYSTS

US online job ads fell by 45,800 in June to approximately 4.76 million, according to The

Conference Board’s report on online job ads released today.

The Conference Board’s measure of online job ads is aimed at tracking demand for labor.

However, the organization noted there has been a declining trend in the number of online job

ads that may not reflect the broader trend in the US labor market. “Based on changes in how

job postings appear online, The Conference Board is reviewing its [help wanted online jobs]

methodology to ensure accuracy and alignment with market trends," the organization said.

Using data from the current measure, seven of the largest 10 online occupational categories

posted decreases in June.

Healthcare practitioners ads posted the largest loss, down by 27,700 to a total of 614,700.

They were followed by business and finance ads, which fell by 16,300 to 282,300.
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